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Duo sounds as dull as ditchwater, yet the essential
machine is the most exciting looking micro ever to
take the stage in Britain. The designer of the body has

captured the very essence of what Citroen were about when
they cooked up a small commercial of technical and practical
br illiance. No car der ivative this, with the inevitable
compromise of load space imposed by using passenger car
body parts, but a true, purpose designed vehicle with the
emphasis on load volume and exceptional driver control
surroundings. Cleverly, by its subtle curves, the f luting of the
sides to complement the cab, and side windows happily in
tune, the white body avoids being plain, and the firm black
skirt line keeps the height under control. 

One wondered, the old C15 based Romahome was so
successful over such a long period; how could it ever be
replaced? Now we know, by the Duo and Duo Plus; the
almost identical twins, differing only inside, where the
addition of a pair of forward facing seats for two rear
passengers, transforms the Duo Plus into a four seater in
which all four occupants have a good view of their
surroundings, and the safety from robustly engineered, crash
tested seats with integral three point seat belts. Even better,
when these extra seats are not needed they can be removed in
around ten minutes for Duo Plus to revert to two-seat Duo.

CRUISING AND POTTERING
In an age when cars and small vans get lower, and

driving positions ever nearer the horizontal, how refreshing
to get seated in the Duo, with legs dangling comfortably
near the vertical, feet above the pedals and suff icient
headroom to make a basketball player feel at ease. An
armrest in the door was about right for my elbows; short
gear lever and handbrake falling just where the left hand
drops from the steering wheel, and the four dashboard dials
unobstructed through the steer ing wheel . Yes for a
temperature gauge, no for the clock because a rev counter is
more useful, while the mixture of buttons and stalks for the
lights, ventilation, hazard, radio and horn were both
obvious and unlikely to confuse in a hurry.

Historically Citroen seats have been too soft for my
liking, but these were altogether firmer, and shaped for good
support of the back and thighs, and most important, staying
that way after a few hours behind the wheel. The I.P. cord
fabric for the seats was also a big plus factor; staying cool to
the touch with the June weather’s wild swings from steaming

heat to decidedly cool winds. I didn’t get to use the airbag,
although the knowledge of it, along with the side impact bars
and roll over protection, was something to store away in the
subconscious. The deep windscreen and deep door mirrors
supplied me about 320 degrees of view, and the little bit extra
the rear door windows might have supplied was best ignored
from the distraction of trying to make sense of the distorted
images through two windows The sheer amount of stowage
capacity in the cab, either behind or under the seats, or in
various compartments, was positively amazing, especially as it
was easy to conceal bits of kit you might want to keep away
from prying eyes.

Wheelbase and track of the Berlingo are both greater
than the earlier C15; wheel diameter and tyre size are up-
sized, and anti-roll bars are f itted back and front to the
softly sprung, yet surprisingly roll resistant all round
independent suspension. She would heel if I chased her
through the roundabouts, and there was some buffet from
motorway cross winds, but always quick to resume the fully
upright straight and narrow from small amounts of steering
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wheel correction. No drama. The buffet from some really
vigorous side winds was more than that in a car but less
than that felt in a regular size compact coachbuilt. 

The motor had interesting habits; very quiet at all times
excepting the start-up; f lexible enough to chortle along in
fourth at any speed from 25 to 50mph; but if you really
wanted to move it was necessary to rev the beast quite

determinedly, change gear late, yet finish with a real brisk 0-
60mph time of 18.6 seconds. Brisk in motorhome terms that
is.

Around town, at under 16ft long, Duo was as easy to
park and use as any family saloon, although such is the look
of Duo it attracted a fair amount of questioning enquiry
wherever we parked. With the Duo plus seats it would be
perfectly practical as a dual purpose car-cum transporter; its
only snag being the height where multi-storeys and some car
parks are concerned. Supermarkets seem to have got wise,
abandoning their barriers.

I had the use of the Duo for six days, during which it
travelled through East Anglia, the East Midlands, and
London suburbs. I always felt comfortable and unfussed
from low noise, good roadholding and Citroen’s skill at
driver environment detail. Under bonnet checking had been
well thought through, retrieving the spare wheel would be a
bit of a bind, and our fuel consumption of 36mpg qualif ies
as: passable, will undoubtedly do better after the cobwebs
have been dusted from the cylinder walls.

DAYTIME, THE ESSENTIAL DUO CHARACTER
There was a fellow journalist recently who bemoaned the

passing of Duo’s Romahome predecessor, and who
considered this small wonder to be inferior to it. ‘Twas ever
thus but the moving finger having writ moves on, and to
comment unfavourably on Duo is perhaps to miss the point
of where it is at. If one wanted to sit bolt upright as in the
old Romahome. along the full lengths of both seats; yes, it is
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not as simple in Duo. However, should you prefer to loll, or
generally sprawl, then for two people, Duo’s soft, deep
cushions are the ones to do it on. If you want safety for two
passengers, Duo Plus can supply the exceedingly well
engineered and potentially safe seating for it. Rear passengers
also have a good view of the countryside through the
aircraft style windows, where old Romahome couldn’t
sensibly even consider passengers, let alone a view out for
them. The high windows give light with privacy, and both
have blinds and f lyscreens.

From a combination of roof lockers, under seat lockers,
and the overcab space, storage overall is better than generous,
not forgetting the extra bits in the cab. Space to hang clothes
is limited but unless you are in the habit of attending embassy
dinners it shouldn’t be a problem because there is plenty of
space to take clothes that can be folded f lat. 

One of three corded cushion and trim fabrics on offer,
this mainly blue one was a cheerful contrast to the rust velvet
curtains, and in keeping with the plain blue of the carpet. To
the unarguably practical but plain GRP furniture surfaces, the
silvery texture of ash framing added a very subtle piece of
modern style. Our demonstrator had the pricey but efficient
Eberspacher combined space and water heater on board so we
always had hot water on tap after a journey via the heat
exchanger, and the diesel fuel for it when on site is fed direct
from the vehicle main tank. Highly eff icient, it is almost
noiseless, and makes it possible to reserve the gas supply
purely to supply the hob. A gas fired blown air heater is an
alternative option, though without the facility to heat the
water.

Lighting from a central, diffused f luorescent fitting was
not exactly brilliant, and I did clobber my head on the fitting
a couple of times before I learnt to duck a little lower when I
moved forward to enter the cab. Galley illumination from a
twin tube f luorescent above the door opening gave a fairly
even spread to both working areas. Given a preference I would
swap both fittings for a few spotlights placed more directly
over the galley and to one side of the central gangway. Access
to or from the cab needed no gymnastics; just a steady
placing of the feet to avoid treading on the seats. Useful in
the wet though.

Six feet of headroom to the rear means that most of us
can stand comfortably to use a kitchen well equipped with
workspace, sporting a 60-litre fridge, regular size hob, and grill
pan big enough to cook bacon and eggs for two in one go.
Some sort of laminated top for the hob would have added a
little extra space, but those who wash up as they go won’t
need such luxuries. I liked the large cutlery drawer to also
contain openers, knives etc, and as for pots and crocks, the
offside roof locker and nearside lower cupboard will be ample.
The free standing table was solid enough in use, had a
boringly white top, and for some inexplicable reason, was
only 15inches narrow in width. The space over the cab would
have easily accepted a wider one, and that would make the
eating of meals less of a balancing act. A twin island leg table
would have been a lot easier to manhandle.

EVENING AND NIGHT TIME
Romahome users are traditionally adventurous souls,

sometimes given to camping far from the comforts of today’s
all-services sites. To this end, the dedicated space in the rear
offside seat lockers accommodates one of the small f lushing
toilets. Beyond that the optional annexe tent could be useful
for more ambitious washroom facilities.

Bed time, and inevitably in the limited area of living
space, make-up involves some pushing and shoving. True, in
theory there are single beds, but at f ifty-eight inches by
twenty few of us would consider their practicality. On the
other hand 60 inches by seventy-three for the double
sounds a lot more attractive. Fiddlesome, is how I describe
the front extension pieces, which slot into their grooves to
supply the crucial f inal f ive inches. All else is simple by
simple adding the four small cushions to f ill the centre
space, resting on metal tube cross pieces. Once in place
nothing moves - result, sound sleeping.

CONCLUSIONS

With regard to roadholding and performance the Duo is
in a micro class of its own - able to travel fast, far, potentially
safely, and economically. With the wealth of experience from
its makers, it should also prove a robust, hard wearing, long
term investment. I like also the small dimensions that make it
so practical in town.

It looks terrific, outside and in, and with fabrics which,
are both pleasant to the touch, and tough. Lolling with my
feet up and back leaning on a cushion propped against the
galley was a pleasant way to enjoy a beer while listening in to
the Wimbledon results on Five Live. While four can travel
safely in comfort with Duo Plus, they would have difficulty
sharing the seats to relax - however, from a camping point of
view Duos are essentially two berth micro motorhomes.
Equipped as our demonstrator with Eberspacher heater, full
mains electricity and auxiliary battery, cab seat trim and on-
the-road charges, Duo costs ú21,754.39., which is less than
many campers, and hot competition for the current crop of
compact as distinct from micro coachbuilts. A basic Duo ex-
works is ú18,995.

POSITIVES Small size; big performance, looks the cat’s
whiskers, and goes anywhere

NEGATIVES Fiddlesome bed make-up, narrow table, and
indifferent lighting
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Overall Length:
Overall width:

Overall height:
Maximum gross weight:

Normal operating weight:
Spare weight capacity:

Construction:

Fresh water capacity:
Waste water capacity:
Gas Storage capacity:

Cooking equipment:
Refrigerator:

Space heating:

Lighting:

Electrical equipment:

Windows:

Upholstery:

Standard equipment:

Additional options:

Type:
Power unit:

Maximum power:
Maximum torque:

Transmission:

Steering:
Suspension:

Braking system:

Fuel consumption:
Maximum speed:

Cruising speed:
Acceleration times:

Technical DataTechnical Data

4.75 m
1.7 m
2.3 m
1,955 kg
2,773 kg
185 kg
Steel cab; GRP body with glass
wool insulation.
23-litres
20-litres
2 x 907 (6lb) Gaz cylinders
Two burner hob and grill
60 litre capacity Electrolux for
gas/12v/240v
Fitted with optional
Eberspacher combined space
and water heating, with engine
heat exchanger.
One diffused fluorescent square
fitting above dinette; one twin
tube fluorescent above the
gallery
Fitted with optional mains con-
nection and auxiliary battery.
Supply to 13 amp socket.
Monitor, control panel for 12v
system.
Double glazed acrylic to living
quarters. Blinds and flyscreens
to rear door and square lounge
windows.
Abstract pattern, blue corded
fabric.
Radio cassette, driver airbag,
engine immobiliser, power
steering, steady jacks
Two forward facing seats for
Duo Plus specification - Propex
blown air heating system -
Awning annexe

Citroen Berlingo chassis cab
Four cylinder, 1.9 litre diesel
motor
71bhp @ 4,600rpm
88.5Ib, ft @ 2,000rpm
5-speed - manual front wheel
drive
Power assisted rack and pinion
Front, independent MacPherson
type strut with anti-roll bar; rear
trailing arm, torsion bar springs
and anti-roll bar
Dual circuit, servo assisted sys-
tem, front discs and rear drums 

34mpg
81mph
60-65mph 
0-60mph 18.6 secs; 
40-60 mph 11.4 secs

Vehicle specification - 2 berth micro motorhome
Price of vehicle tested £21,754.39 on the road. 

Prices start at £18,995 ex-works.
Vehicle kindly loaned to us by: Island Plastics Industries

Ltd, Prospect Rd, Cowes, Isle of Wight, PO31 7AD 
Tel: 01983 292451 Fax: 01983 290266

Base Vehicle

Performance

Conversion
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